
Improved Algorithms for Fault Tolerant Faility LoationSudipto Guha� Adam Meyersony Kamesh MunagalazAbstratWe onsider a generalization of the lassial failityloation problem, where we require the solution to befault-tolerant. Every demand point j is served by rjfailities instead of just one. The failities other than thelosest one are \bakup" failities for that demand, andwill be used only if the loser faility (or the link to it)fails. Hene, for any demand, we assign non-inreasingweights to the routing osts to farther failities. Theost of assignment for demand j is the weighted linearombination of the assignment osts to its rj losestopen failities. We wish to minimize the sum of the ostof opening the failities and the assignment ost of eahdemand j. We obtain a fator 4 approximation to thisproblem through the appliation of various roundingtehniques to the linear relaxation of an integer programformulation. We further improve this result to 3:16using randomization and to 2:47 using greedy loal-searh type tehniques.1 IntrodutionThe faility loation problem has been used as a modelin network design and loation theory: plaement ofrouters or ahes [19, 10℄, plants or warehouses [15,1, 23℄, agglomeration of traÆ or data [2, 11℄, amongothers (refer [8℄ for a more exhaustive list). Theproblem, given a set of loations, tries to minimizethe sum of the ost of building failities at a subset ofthese and the ost of assigning every loation to a builtfaility. It models the tradeo� of developing resoures(failities) and the utility (redution in assignment ost)aruing from suh. In several appliations, ahing on a�AT&T Shannon Labs, Florham Park, NJ 07932. Researhdone while at the Department of Computer Siene, Stan-ford University CA 94305. Researh Supported by IBM Re-searh Fellowship, NSF Grant IIS-9811904 and NSF Award CCR-9357849, with mathing funds from IBM, Mitsubishi, Shlum-berger Foundation, Shell Foundation, and Xerox Corporation.Email: sudipto�s.stanford.edu.yDepartment of Computer Siene, Stanford University CA94305. Supported by ARO DAAG-55-97-1-0221. Email:awm�s.stanford.edu.zDepartment of Computer Siene, Stanford UniversityCA 94305. Supported by ONR N00014-98-1-0589. Email:kamesh�s.stanford.edu.

network, for example, fault tolerane is also a faet. Theplaement of ahes should be resistant to failures ofnodes and links. The faility loation problem does notprovide any guarantee about the seond losest failityto any node. In a fault tolerant situation, the ost ofa loation that requires a \bakup" would be a linearombination of the osts of assigning a demand loationto the two failities.In this paper we onsider the problem of faulttolerant faility loation in whih every loation jspei�es to be assigned to a number rj of failities.The ost of assignment of this loation is a weightedombination of these rj assignments. Reently Jain andVazirani, [14℄ provided a primal dual approximationwhih was logarithmi in the largest requirement1.However, the fault tolerant variant of the k{enterproblem has onstant fator approximation algorithms[5, 16, 18, 22℄. We resolve this issue by providinga onstant fator approximation for the fault tolerantfaility loation problem. Our result improves [14℄ evenif the maximum requirement is 1. The faility loationversion is ompliated, ompared to the fault tolerant k{enter problem. Ideas like onsidering a threshold graphto redue to the unweighted problem, or searhing fora suitable power of a graph to generate a lower bound,do not work. We instead use linear program roundingto provide a onstant-approximation - it demonstartesthat the natural LP formulation for this problem hassmaller integrality gap than any dual formulation.We use �ltering in a fashion similar to [20, 23℄,however we ombine it with saling and unrossingsteps. These steps allows us to ensure that while weare onsidering a �ltered neighborhood, if a demandpoint is assigned to several distint failities withinthis neighborhood 2, we will round in suh a way thatthe entire assignment an be rearranged to maintainfeasibility.Towards the later part of the paper we demonstrateanother faet in whih fault tolerane does not impatapproximability of faility loation. This is the idea1Even for all requirments one, it is at least 32They annot be swapped simply: if the �rst faility has ahigher weight in alulating the assignment ost than the bakups,for example.



of loal improvement heuristis. We use greedy loalimprovement similar to [9℄ to onstrut a solution ofintegrality gap 2:47. The ore of the similarity is thatone a set of failities are �xed, the assignment ostsare also determined. However, the similarity does notseem to extend to allow us to delete failities as inthe ombinatorial faility loation algorithms in [17, 3℄.The lustered rounding tehnique of [7, 6℄ also appearsto have this problem with feasibility. We believe thatan approximation algorithm for the faility loationproblem based only on add and exhange operationslike in [21℄ will be the stepping stone for a ombinatorialapproximation for this problem.1.1 Previous Results Classial faility loation isMAX-SNP hard [9℄, and several onstant fator ap-proximations [23, 3, 13℄ are known. Sine the prob-lem we study is a generalization of this problem, thehardness results arry over. Many variants of fail-ity loation have been studied. The more well knownones inlude plaing apaities on failities [23, 13℄,multi-level faility loation [1, 10℄, k-enter [12℄, and k-medians [20, 4, 13, 3℄. All these problems have onstantfator approximation algorithms.Jain and Vazirani [14℄ de�ne the problem of faulttolerant faility loation. They assign equal weights toall the failities a demand is onneted to. They presenta O(logmaxj rj) primal-dual approximation for thisproblem. Constant fator approximations are knownfor the fault-tolerant k-enter problem [5, 16, 18, 22℄,where eah demand point j is required to have rj enterswithin a �xed distane L from it.2 Problem StatementWe now present the fault tolerant faility loationproblem. Just as in lassial faility loation, we aregiven a �nite metri G(V;E) with a distane funtion ,a set of possible faility loations F � V , and a set ofdemand points. Every demand j must be onneted torj open failities, but with dereasing weights to furtheraway failities.For demand j, let the weights assigned to the linksto open failities in inreasing order of distane bew(1)j � w(2)j � � � � � w(rj )j . The goal is to optimize thesum of the ost of open failities and the weighted sumof the routing osts of eah demand to the losest openfailities. We assume unit demands. The algorithmremains exatly the same for general demands.This problem an be formulated as an integerprogram. Here, yi denotes whether faility i is open,and x(r)ij denotes that demand j is assigned to faility iand faility i is the rth losest open faility to j.

MinimizeXi Xj Xr ijw(r)j x(r)ij +Xi fiyiPi x(r)ij � 1 8j; rPr x(r)ij � yi 8i; jyi � 1 8ix(r)ij ; yi 2 f0; 1g 8i; j; r3 Construting a Strutured FrationalSolutionThe linear relaxation of the above-mentioned integerprogram gives us a frational solution. We will onvertthe solution (x; y) to a solution (�x; y) suh that theost of the new solution does not inrease, and the newsolution satis�es ertain useful properties. This is notrequired for the algorithm; this strutured solution isonstruted so that we an ompare our solution to thisstrutured solution, to argue about the approximationfator.We will treat a demand point j as having rj opiesunder the onstraint: no two opies of any demandpoint are assigned to the same faility. In the frationalsetting this redues to the ondition Pr x(r)ij � yi � 1.For every demand point j, we reassign it to failities,frationally, as follows. Order the failities in non-dereasing distane from j, breaking ties arbitrarily.The ordering is �xed for the faility for the algorithm.The �rst demand opy j(1), is assigned to the initialset of failities that sum up to 1 frationally. The lastfaility i in this set an be inompletely assigned, i.e.�x(1)ij < yi. For the seond opy, we start from this failityi, and ensure �x(1)ij + �x(2)ij = yi. After that we again pikup one unit of faility frationally, Pi �x(2)ij = 1, andrepeat this for all the opies of the demand point. Thefollowing lemma is true by onstrution:Definition 3.1. De�ne C(r)j = Pi �x(r)ij ij . De�neC(r)j (�) to be the distane at whih the r'th opy of thedemand point j piks up at least � frationally; thus,R 10 C(r)j (�)d� = C(r)j .Lemma 3.1. The ost of the solution does not inrease;Pj;r w(r)j C(r)j = C�.Lemma 3.2. For any faility i and demand j, thereexist at most two values of r suh that �x(r)ij > 0. Further,if two suh values exist they must be onseutive.One the (frational) failities are �xed, it is simple tosee that the above reassignment is (one of) the best



possible. Intuitively, the opies of the demand withlarger weight w (and thus smaller r) go to the loseropen failities.4 The AlgorithmThe algorithm will try to round the frational solution.It proeeds in two phases. The idea is to use the�ltering tehnique of Lin and Vitter [20℄ ombined withreassignment of the frational demands, suh that eahopy of the demand goes to a di�erent faility. Reall,we treat the di�erent opies of a demand as separate,and denote the rth opy of demand j by j(r). Fix� 2 (0; 1), to be determined later.4.1 Phase 1: Filtering and Saling In this setionwe will modify the above solution to reate a newsolution (x̂; ŷ), whih we will round it in the next phase.This phase uses the �ltering tehnique of [20℄. Forevery demand j(r), we onsider the frationally assignedfailities in inreasing order of distane. Let i be the �rstfaility in the ordering of j(r) suh thatPii0 x̂(r)i0j � 1��.In other words, i is the �rst faility for whih j piks up1� � faility frationally.For all i0 appearing before i in our ordering, we setx̂(r)i0j = �x(r)i0j . We set x̂(r)ij so that the total assignment ofj(r) is exatly 1� �. For all i0 appearing after i in theordering, we set x̂(r)i0j = 0.We sale the x̂(r)ij by 11�� so thatPi x̂(r)ij = 1 for allj(r). We next set ŷi = minn yi1�� ; 1o.Lemma 4.1. [20℄ If x̂(r)ij > 0, then ij � 1�C(r)j .We �rst show that (x̂; ŷ) is feasible. For this, it is enoughto show the following lemma:Lemma 4.2. For all i; j, we have Pr x̂(r)ij � ŷi.Proof. Before �ltering, by Lemma 3.2, we knew that atmost two opies of a demand went to any one faility.Suppose we are onsidering faility i and demand j. Ifexatly one opy, say r is assigned to i, the inequalitytrivially holds, as x̂(r)ij � ŷi.We therefore assume that two opies of j areassigned to i. Let j(r) and j(r+1) be assigned to i. Notethat by the onstrution in Setion 3, i is the furthestassigned faility to j(r) and the losest to j(r+1).The interesting ase is yi � 1 � �, otherwisePr x̂(r)ij � yi was true, and the lemma follows as wesale both the left and right hand sides by the sameamount.Let us look at the x̂(r)ij values before saling (butafter �ltering). Therefore we need to show Pr x̂(r)ij �

1� �, then, saling ould not have inreased this valuebeyond 1. When we were onsidering j(r) for �ltering,we must have set x̂(r)ij = max(0; �x(r)ij � �), as i is thefurthest assigned faility to j(r). We now onsider twoases:Case 1: x̂(r)ij = 0. Then, x̂(r+1)ij � 1�� beause of�ltering on j(r+1).Case 2: x̂(r)ij = �x(r)ij � �. This implies x̂(r)ij +x̂(r+1)ij = �x(r)ij +�x(r+1)ij �� � 1��, as �x(r)ij +�x(r+1)ij �yi � 1.This ompletes the proof.Lemma 4.3. Let r1 < r2. For any demand j, all theedges used by j(r1) are at most as long as the edges usedby j(r2) in the �ltered and saled solution.Proof. The rearrangement from Setion 3 guaranteesthis on the un-�ltered solution; �ltering does not hangethe ordering of the edges.4.2 Phase 2: Rounding At the beginning of thisphase we have a solution (x̂; ŷ). In this phase wewill round the frational solution. We will perform arounding similar to [20, 23℄. We will preservePr x̂(r)ij �ŷi as an invariant.The sheme in [23℄ does not diretly apply, sinewe have to ensure distint opies of a demand go todistint failities. The way we ensure this is to pik justenough frations of failities to merge so that one opyof the demand an be ompletely satis�ed. We performunrossing of neighborhoods to ensure that the otheropies of that demand are assigned to failities outsidethe set of failities we piked for rounding.� Step A { Ordering the Demands: Arrangeall the opies (irrespetive of demand points) ininreasing order of the distane to the farthestfrational faility serving it. We will pik the opiesin this order, and repeatedly apply Steps B { E.� Step B { Choosing a Faility: Assume we havepiked the r'th opy of the demand point j. Let theset of failities serving it be P (r)j . Note that opiesof j will be piked in inreasing order.We will build a faility at the heapest faility i inP (r)j .� Step C { Merging Failities: We now speifywhih failities to merge into i:



1. We selet failities i0 with x̂(r)i0j > 0 startingwith i until the total fration by whih seletedfailities are open is exeeds 1. Let Y =Pi0 ŷi0 � 1 be the total fration by whihthese failities are open.2. The last piked faility i00 may be pikedpartially, if Y > 1. Sine all ŷi � 1, i00 6= i.Make two opies, i1 and i2, of faility i00. Setŷi2 = Y � 1, and yi1 = ŷi00 � ŷi2 . For anyj0 distribute x̂(r)i00j0 arbitrarily between the twoopies; maintaining Pr x̂(r)i0j � ŷi0 for bothi0 = i1 and i0 = i2. The opy i1 is seleted andi2 is not. Denote the set of piked failities byP̂ .3We open a faility ompletely at i, and lose therest of the failities in the set P̂ .� Step D { Assignment of Demands: For anydemand j0 (inlusive of j), onsider its opiesr1; r2; : : : ; rk served by P̂ . We assign the smallestnumbered opy (r1) of j0 to be ompletely servedby i. Note that the assignment distane for j0(r1)has at most tripled.� Step E { Unrossing Neighborhoods: Wenow reassign the remaining opies of j0 ompletelyto failities outside the set P̂ by performing anunrossing step.For j0, we ompute X(1)j0 = Pi02P̂ x̂(r1)i0j0 , andX(2)j0 ; : : : ; X(k)j0 likewise. These quantities denotethe frations to whih the opies of j0 are assignedto the failities in P̂ respetively. Compute Y (1)j0 =Pi0 62P̂ x̂(r1)i0j0 , and similarly Y (2)j0 ; : : : ; Y (k)j0 . Thesequantities denote the frations by whih the opiesof j0 are assigned to failities outside the set P̂ ,respetively. We have the following lemma:Lemma 4.4. For any j0 whih is frationally as-signed to the failities in set P̂ , we have:1. X(t)j0 + Y (t)j0 = 1 for all 1 � t � k, and2. PtX(t)j0 �Pi02P̂ ŷi0 = 1.Proof. The �rst part follows from the fat thatPi0 x̂(r)i0j = 1 for all j(r). The seond part followsfrom the onstrution of the set P̂ .3i1 2 P̂ and i2 62 P̂ . The logi is that sine a faility is beingbuilt at i, we an build faility later at i00; but we need to aountfor x̂. NotePi02P̂ ŷi0 = 1.

We now desribe the unrossing step. We onsiderthe fration Y (1)j0 by whih the opy j0(r1) wasassigned to failities not in P̂ , and re-assign this tothe other opies of j0 whih were originally assignedto the set P̂ as follows: Consider the fration bywhih j0(r1) was assigned to the losest faility notin P̂ . We assign this fration to j0(r2) until eitherj0(r2) is ompletely satis�ed, or we have assignedthe fration ompletely. In the former ase, wemove to j0(r3); in the latter ase, we onsider thenext losest faility not in P̂ that was previouslyonneted to j0(r1), and repeat.During unrossing, we maintain the invariantsPi0 x̂(rt)i0j0 = 1 and Pt x̂(rt)i0j0 � ŷi0 .Lemma 4.5. For any j0, we an always re-assignthe opies r2; r3; : : : ; rk ompletely outside set P̂ bythe unrossing step.Proof. The only thing we need to hek is thatwe maintain the invariant Pr x̂(r)i0j0 � ŷi0 . Otherthan this, note that sine we use the assignmentsof r1 (and r1 was the smallest numbered opy), byLemma 4.3, the ost of the solution an only redue.Consider the total fration by whih demand j0 isassigned outside the set P̂ . This was originallyPt Y (t)j0 . We have to show that after reassignment,the �nal total fration is no more than this. Weremove fration Y (1)j0 (beause we assign j0(r1) om-pletely in set P̂ ) and add PtX(t)j0 � X(1)j0 beauseof the unrossing. Therefore, the �nal fration is:Xt Y (t)j0 +Xt X(t)j0 � (Y (1)j0 +X(1)j0 )Invoking Lemma 4.4, the �nal fration is learly atmost Pt Y (t)j0 . This means that the re-assignmentis always possible.At the end of one iteration of Steps B { E, we haveopened faility i ompletely. For every demand fration-ally assigned to the set P̂ , the smallest assigned opy isompletely assigned to i. Every other opy is fration-ally re-assigned ompletely outside set P̂ . We drop theset P̂ and the opies j0(r1) from further onsideration.Using arguments similar to [20℄ and [23℄, it follows:Lemma 4.6. The r'th opy of a demand point j isassigned within a distane 3�C(r)j , thus the servie ostis at most 3�C�. The faility ost of the above solutionis at most 11��F �.



Proof. Sine Pi2P̂ yi = 1, and we harge this to theheapest faility, the faility ost annot go up in thisstep. But sine we saled the ŷi in Phase 1, our ostould go up by 11�� . Sine the distanes form a metri,and we are using the demand with the smallest Ĉ(r)j , thedistane annot have more than tripled. Note that sinewe use the assignments of r1 (and r1 was the smallestnumbered opy), by Lemma 4.3, the new assignmentsintrodued in unrossing an only derease. This,ombined with the distane bound from Lemma 4.1ompletes the proof.Setting � = 34 we have:Theorem 4.1. Fault tolerant faility loation has afator 4 approximation in polytime.4.3 A Tighter Analysis Reall from De�nition 3.1that C(r)j (�) is the distane from j suh that at least �demand for opy r of j is satis�ed. Thus C(r)j = C(r)j (1).For a partiular hoie of �, the ost of the solution,S(�), is:S(�) � 11� �F � + 3Xj;r w(r)j C(r)j (1� �)(4.1)There are only n values of � for whih the rounding anbe di�erent; our algorithm will hoose the best of thesen solutions. We present the analysis of the algorithm if� were hosen at random from the interval (0; 1 � x).Following analysis of [23℄, the average ost evaluates to:31� xC� + log 1x1� xF �Theorem 4.2. Fault tolerant faility loation has a3:16 approximation algorithm in polytime.4.4 Faility Loation Revisited In this setion, wewill show how to improve the approximation fator,and more importantly the similarities between unapa-itated faility loation and the fault tolerant version.Consider the heuristi , �rst analyzed in [9℄4:De�ne the Gain(i) of a faility i to be the derease intotal ost (derease in assignment ost minus the failityost of i) of the solution on addition of faility i to thesolution. The faility with the best gain ratio is thefaility i with best ratio of Gain(i)=fi. If the Gain(i) is4This atually is known as \Add" heuristi in faility loationliterature; [9℄ hose a partiular strategy to identify whih nodesto add. [3℄ uses a di�erent strategy (ignoring the delete operationsalso onsidered therein).

positive, the heuristi adds this node and repeats; andstops otherwise.The omputation of the assignment ost is easy fol-lowing the observation that one the set of failities are�xed, every demand point hooses the failities servingit, in inreasing order of distane. The improvement ofthe solution depends on the quality of gain we an proveat every step; the following lemma an be proved:Lemma 4.7. If the urrent osts of faility and assign-ment be F and C, respetively, and there exists a fra-tional solution with osts F � and C� with C � F �+C�, then there exists a node with ratio (C �F ��C�)=F �.Proof. Consider the frational solution (�x; �y), and opynodes frationally and suÆiently to ensure that �x(r)ij =�yi or 0 for all i; j, and r. Now onsider plaing thefailities of the frational solution (or their opies)with the fration �yi; and hanging the assignment asmandated by the solution. De�ne Gain0(i) to be thehange (possibly negative) of ost by this operation.Notie at this step we may be making suboptimalassignments to this frational faility thus Gain0(i) �Gain(i). NowXi yiGain0(i) = C � C� � F � and Xi yifi = F �In the �rst summation, we have to sum over thedi�erent opies of a faility sine they have separateGain0(). This shows the averageGain0() to be as laimedin the lemma, and Gain() being only better, proves thelemma.The above argument is exatly the same for theoriginal faility loation problem, as proved in [3℄.This is beause the fration solution ensures the faulttolerane by its feasibility; in our solution, we assign thesmallest numbered opy (r) of a demand point to thisnew faility, if loser than the assignment distane forthis opy in the urrent solution. This has a dominoe�et, sine the next smallest opy (r + 1) now getsassigned to where the previous (r'th) opy was assignedto and so forth. Other than the omputation of Gain(),the arguments are exat.It is interesting to note that the ombinatorialalgorithms proposed in [17, 3℄ do not extend sinedeletion of a node annot be allowed { sine it mayrender a solution infeasible. Both these algorithmsemploy pure delete operation - where the number offailities derease. A ombinatorial algorithm thatemploys add and pure exhange, would very likelyextend to the fault tolerant ase. In fat the lusteredrounding tehnique in [7, 6℄ does not extend easily dueto the same problem of maintaining feasibility.



The next lemma follows from the above lemma andthe analysis in [9℄, or a simpler one in [3℄.Lemma 4.8. If the initial ost of failities is F and ofassignment is C > F � + C�, then at the end of theheuristi the ost is F +F �+C�+F � log C�C�F� , if thereexists a (possibly frational) solution of faility ost F �and assignment ost C�.The above lemma makes the tradeo� in the two oststo be less sharp than what is promised by the roundingsheme. At this point if we assume that we do not have aÆ approximation algorithm, over di�erent values of � wean get lower bounds on the assignment ost. Sine weknow the upper bound of the integral of the assignmentost, for large enough Æ, we an show a ontradition.The details of the proof are exatly the same as in [9℄,and we omit it.Theorem 4.3. Fault Tolerant faility loation has a2:47 approximation algorithm in polytime.5 ExtensionsWe an extend the algorithm to inorporate apaitieson failities with buy-at-bulk, as de�ned in [13℄. Failityi has �xed ost fi and inremental ost per unit demandof Æi. The inremental ost is omputed using the sameweights as the routing osts. Note that if we modify thedistanes so that ij = ij+Æi, the distanes still satisfytriangle inequality. Hene a 4 approximation follows.Referenes[1℄ K. Aardal, F. Chudak, and D.B. Shmoys. A 3-approximation algorithm for the k-level unapaitatedfaility loation problem. Information Proessing Let-ters, 72:161{167, 1999.[2℄ M. Andrews and L. Zhang. The aess network designproblem. Proeedings of 39th IEEE FOCS, 1998.[3℄ M. Charikar and S. Guha. Improved ombinatorialalgorithms for faility loation and k-median problems.Proeedings of 40th IEEE FOCS, 1999.[4℄ M. Charikar, S. Guha, D. Shmoys, and �E. Tardos.A onstant fator approximation algorithm for the k-median problem. Proeedings of 31st ACM STOC,1999.[5℄ S. Chaudhury, N. Garg, and R. Ravi. The p-neighbork-enter problem. Information Proessing Letters,65(3):131{134, 1998.[6℄ F. Chudak and D. Shmoys. Improved approximationalgorithms for the unapaitated faility loation prob-lem. Unpublished manusript, 1998.[7℄ F. A. Chudak. Improved approximation algorithms forunapaitated faility loation. Proeedings of IntegerProgramming and Combinatorial Optimization, LNCS1412:180{194, 1998.
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